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Abstract. The optimal transport problem aims at finding an optimal way to

transport a given probability measure into another. In contrast to the well-

known Monge-Kantorovich problem, the ramified optimal transportation prob-
lem aims at modeling a tree-typed branching transport network by an optimal

transport path between two given probability measures. An essential feature

of such a transport path is to favor group transportation in a large amount.
In previous works, the author has studied the existence of optimal transport

paths between probability measures as well as their interior regularity, that is

away from the supports of the measures. Such an optimal transport path may
be understood as a 1- dimensional rectifiable current that has boundary the

difference of the 2 measures and that minimizes a suitable cost functional. In
this article, we study the regularity of such an optimal transport path nearby

its boundary. Motivated from observing the vein structure of a tree leaf, we

show that each superlevel set of an optimal transport path is locally supported
on a bi-Lipschitz graph, which is a finite union of bi-Lipschitz curves.

1. Introduction

This article is a continuation of previous works of the author in [15][16] about
ramified optimal transportation problems. Monge-Kantorovich types of mass trans-
port problems have been studied by many authors (see for instance, [10], [11], [7],
[9], [1], [5], [14]), where the transportation between two Radon measures of equal to-
tal mass is carried out by a transport map (or a transport plan). In [15], the author
provides a different model for studying a phenomenon in mass transport problems
where overlapping transport is often more economical. Nearby items tend to con-
centrate and be carried together to their common destination far away. Such a
phenomenon is very common in railway networks and in nature such as trees, cir-
culatory systems, or lightning. Another example found in marketing also indicates
this phenomenon. Goods may not be directly sold from a producer to consumers,
otherwise it requires too many sales contacts. Usually there are some intermedi-
aries (like agents, wholesales, retailers) between the producer and consumers. In
our model build in [15], the transportation between two Radon measures of equal
total mass is provided by a transport path rather than by a transport map. A
transport path between two atomic measures is simply a weighted directed graph,
while in general a transport path between two Radon measures is some vector mea-
sure whose divergence is the difference of the target measure and the initial measure
in the sense of distribution. Under a suitable cost functional Mα (defined below
in §2), an optimal transport path will enjoy the ramifying structure phenomenon
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stated above. Results such as existence, finite total cost, length space properties,
computer visualization were achieved in [15]. An application of this model to opti-
mal urban transport networks can be found in [17]. Also, using the idea here, the
author was able to provide a model for the formation of tree leaf in [18]. A big issue
left in [15] is the regularity of optimal transport paths. In [16], the author studied
the interior regularity of an optimal transport path. The first result was that each
optimal transport path of finite Mα cost is a real coefficient rectifiable 1-current.
At any interior points (i.e. points away from the support of the boundary of the
two given measures), the optimal transport path locally is nothing but finite union
of weighted segments sharing a common endpoint and satisfying a balance equa-
tion there. In this article, we study the regularity of an optimal transport path
everywhere including those boundary points.

In general, the support of an optimal transport path may not necessarily be 1
dimensional nearby its boundary, for the boundary itself may even be dense in the
space, as demonstrated by letting the initial Radon measure to be the Lebesgue
measure on a domain while the targeting measure be a Dirac mass. To study the
boundary regularity of an optimal transport path, the main idea of our approach
is to study the superlevel sets of its density function instead. Here a superlevel set
of an optimal transport path means the set where the multiplicity on the transport
path (viewed as a 1-dimensional rectifiable current) is no less than a given positive
number. In §4 we show that each superlevel set of an optimal transport path is
locally concentrated on the support of an 1-dimensional bi-Lipschitz chain, whose
edges satisfy many nice properties similar to those satisfied by line segments nearby
an interior point.

The main idea of the proof is based on a decomposition technique. We sketch
our approach as follows. We first show in §3 that an arbitrary infinite atomic
measure with a bounded Iα mass (given in (3.2)) can be decomposed into two
parts. The “dominant part” will contain most of the mass of the measure but its
total number of elements is uniformly bounded by a number depends only on α and
the upper bound on the Iα mass of the measure. Using this decomposition, we may
decompose every optimal transport path between atomic measures into the sum of
two parts. The dominant part is a bi-Lipschitz chain containing those points of
high multiplicity and the total number of its ending points is uniformly bounded
by a number depends only on the Iα mass of the boundary. This result implies that
there are only finitely many possibility of the topology of the dominant part. Also,
each (topological) edge of the dominant part is a bi-Lipschitz curve. In the end, we
aim at decomposing an optimal transport path into two parts. Since every optimal
transport path is the limit of a sequence of optimal transport path between atomic
measures, we decompose locally each approximating paths into two parts as above.
Both parts turn out to be weakly convergent as currents. Thus, we may decompose
the optimal transport path into two parts. The dominant part contains all high
density points of the path, and having the same topology as the dominant parts of
approximating graphs. The desired properties of an optimal transport path then
derives from the nice properties of its approximating graphs.

The idea here follows from the author’s observation of the vein structure of a
tree leaf. Conversely, we can use this idea to model the formation of a tree leaf,
which is demonstrated in [18].
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Since [15], [16] and the first version of this paper, there have been other in-
teresting works on related problems such as [3], [4], [12], [19], [20] and the book
[2].

In this paper, we will use the following notations:

• X : a compact convex subset of a Euclidean space Rm.
• α : a nonnegative number in [0, 1]. Usually, 0 ≤ α < 1.
• MΛ (X) : the space of Radon measures µ on X with total mass µ (X) = Λ.
• AΛ (X) : the space of atomic measures µ on X with total mass µ (X) = Λ.
• Mm (X) : the space of Radon vector measure µ = (µ1, µ2, · · · , µm) on X.
• Hk : the k dimensional Hausdorff measure.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Transport paths between Radon measures. Let X be a compact convex
subset of a Euclidean space Rm. Recall that a positive Radon measure a on X is
atomic if a is a finite sum of Dirac measures with positive multiplicities. That is

a =

k∑
i=1

miδxi

for some integer k ≥ 1 and some points xi ∈ X, mi > 0 for each i = 1, · · · , k. The

mass of the measure a is the number ||a|| :=
k∑
i=1

mi. For any Λ > 0, let AΛ (X) be

the space of atomic measures on X with total mass Λ.
For any Λ > 0, and any two atomic measures

a =

k∑
i=1

miδxi and b =
∑̀
j=1

njδyj (2.1)

in AΛ (X), a transport path from a to b is a weighted directed graph G consists of
a vertex set V (G), a directed edge set E (G) and a weight function w : E (G) →
(0,+∞) such that {x1, x2, ..., xk} ∪ {y1, y2, ..., y`} ⊆ V (G) and for any vertex v ∈
V (G), there is a balance equation

∑
e∈E(G),e−=v

w(e) =
∑

e∈E(G),e+=v

w(e) +

 mi, if v = xi for some i = 1, ..., k
−nj , if v = yj for some j = 1, ..., `

0, otherwise
(2.2)

where each edge e ∈ E (G) is a line segment from the starting endpoint e− to the
ending endpoint e+.

Note that the balance equation (2.2) simply means the conservation of mass at
each vertex. In terms of polyhedral chains, we simply have ∂G = b− a.

Let

Path (a,b)

be the space of all transport paths from a to b. Among all paths in Path (a,b), we
want to find an optimal path which allows the possibility that some parts overlap,
giving higher density, in a cost efficient fashion. For this reason, we introduced the
following cost functional on transport paths in [15].
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For each transport path G ∈ Path (a,b) as above and any α ∈ [0, 1], the Mα

cost of G is defined by

Mα (G) :=
∑

e∈E(G)

w (e)
α
length (e) . (2.3)

Usually, we write M1 simply by M. When α < 1, a “Y-shaped” path from two
points to one point is usually more preferable than a “V-shaped” path. In general,
a transport path with a ramifying structure is more efficient for Mα for 0 ≤ α < 1
than the one with a “linear” structure.

Another important property about transport path is given by [15, proposition

2.1]: for any transport path G ∈ Path (a,b), there exists a transport path G̃ ∈
Path (a,b) such that Mα

(
G̃
)
≤Mα (G) and G̃ contains no cycles. i.e. there does

not exist a list of vertices {v1, v2, · · · , vn} in V
(
G̃
)

such that v1 = vn and either

[vi, vi+1] or [vi+1, vi] is an edge in E
(
G̃
)

for each i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1. Thus, for

finding an Mα minimizer in Path (a,b), we may consider only transport paths that
contain no cycles.

A transport path G ∈ Path (a,b) is called an α−optimal transport path if it is
an Mα minimizer in Path (a,b) and contains no cycles.

The following properties of an α−optimal transport path will be used in the
proof of regularity theorems.

Proposition 2.1. Suppose G is an α−optimal transport path in Path (a,b) with

0 ≤ α < 1, and v is a vertex of G. Let {ei}di=1 be the edges in G with v being one
of its ending points. The number d is called the degree of the vertex v, and denoted
by deg (v). Then

a) if v is an interior vertex of G (i.e. v is not one of the boundary vertices
{x1, x2, ..., xk} ∪ {y1, y2, ..., y`}), then there exists a balance equation at v:

d∑
i=1

[w (ei)]
α
~ei = ~0. (2.4)

where for each i = 1, · · · , d, the number w (ei) is the corresponding weight
of ei, and ~ei is the unit directional vector of the edge ei from the vertex v
to the other endpoint of ei.

b) The minimum angle between any two edges in {ei}di=1 is uniformly bounded
below by

θα :=

{
π
2 , if 0 < α ≤ 1

2
arccos

(
22α−1 − 1

)
, if 1

2 < α < 1 or α ≤ 0
. (2.5)

c) The degree of v is bounded above by some constant D (α,m), depending only
on α and the dimension m of Rm.

Proof. By expressing (2.3) locally in a neighborhood of the vertex v, the optimality
of G implies the equation (2.4). Then, b) follows from simple calculations using
estimates achieved in [15, Example 2.1]. Then, c) follows from b). �

LetMΛ (X) be the space of all Radon measures on X with total mass Λ. In [15],
we also considered transport paths between Radon measures inMΛ (X). The idea
there was to approximate both Radon measures by atomic measures in AΛ (X),
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and then using the transport paths of those approximating atomic measures to
approximate a transport path of those Radon measures in MΛ (X).

To take the limits of weighted directed graph, we view each weighted directed
graph as a vector measure on X. Let Mm (X) be the space of Radon vector
measures µ = (µ1, µ2, · · · , µm) on X. Then, each weighted directed graph G ∈
Path (a,b) determines the vector measure

G =
∑

e∈E(G)

w (e) [[e]] ∈Mm (X)

on X, where [[e]] is the vector measure H1
e
−→e ∈Mm (X) for each edge e ∈ E (G)

with unit directional vector −→e . The balance equation (2.2) can be simplified to be
a single divergence condition on G

div (G) = a− b,

in the sense of distribution. Thus,

Path (a,b) =

G =
∑

e∈E(G)

w (e) [[e]] ∈Mm (X) : div (G) = a− b

 .

Note that, when α = 1, we have

M (G) = ||G|| (X) ,

where ||G|| is the total variational measure of G.
Now, for any µ+, µ− ∈ MΛ (X), extending definition of transport paths of

atomic measures, we say a vector measure T ∈ Mm (X) is a transport path from
µ+ to µ− if there exist two sequences {ai},{bi} of atomic measures in AΛ (X) with
a corresponding sequence of transport paths Gi ∈ Path (ai,bi) such that

ai ⇀ µ+, bi ⇀ µ−, Gi ⇀ T

weakly as Radon measures and vector measures. The sequence of triples {ai,bi, Gi}
is called an approximating graph sequence for T . Note that for any such T ,

div (T ) = µ+ − µ−

in the sense of distributions.
Let

Path
(
µ+, µ−

)
⊆Mm (X)

be the space of all transport paths from µ+ to µ−. Also, given any α ∈ [0, 1], for
any T ∈ Path (µ+, µ−) ,we define its Mα cost to be

Mα (T ) := inf(lim inf
i→∞

Mα (Gi)),

where the infimum is over the set of all possible approximating graph sequence
{ai,bi, Gi} of T .

The existence of Mα minimizers in Path (µ+, µ−) with finite Mα cost has been
shown in [15, theroem 3.1]. In general, Mα minimizers in Path (µ+, µ−) may not be
unique. In [15, Corollary 4.2], we shown that for any approximating graph sequence
{ai,bi, Gi} of T , if each Gi ∈ Path (ai,bi) is an Mα minimizer, then T itself is
also an Mα minimizer in Path (µ+, µ−). Such an Mα minimizer is what we are
interested in.
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Definition 2.2. A transport path Y ∈ Path (µ+, µ−) is called an α-optimal trans-
port path if there exists an approximating graph sequence {ai,bi, Gi} of T as above
such that each Gi ∈ Path (ai,bi) is an α−optimal transport path.

Note that each α−optimal transport path is automatically an Mα minimizer in
Path(µ+, µ−). We are interested in the regularity of an α-optimal transport path

T ∈ Path
(
µ+, µ−

)
with α ∈ [0, 1).

2.2. Some terminology of geometric measure theory. We first recall some
terminology about rectifiable 1-currents as in [8] or [13].

Let Ω ⊆ Rm be an open subset and D1(Ω) be the set of all C∞ differential
1-forms in Ω with compact support with the usual Fréchet topology [8]. An 1-
dimensional current S in Ω is a continuous linear functional on D1(Ω). Let D1(Ω)
denote the set of all 1-dimensional currents in Ω. Motivated by Stokes’ theorem,
the boundary of a current S ∈ D1(Ω) is the distribution defined by

∂S (ψ) := S (dψ)

for any C∞ test function ψ in Ω with compact support. A sequence of currents
Si ∈ D1(Ω) is said to be weakly convergent to another current S ∈ D1(Ω), denoted
by Si ⇀ S, if

Si(ψ)→ S(ψ)

for any ψ ∈ D1(Ω).

As in [13], a subset M ⊆ Rm is called (countably) 1−rectifiable if M =
∞⋃
i=0

Mi,

where H1 (M0) = 0 under the 1−dimensional Hausdorff measure H1 and each Mi,
for i = 1, 2, · · · , is a subset of an 1−dimensional C1 submanifold in Rm. A rectifiable
current S is a current coming from an oriented rectifiable set with multiplicities.
More precisely, S ∈ D1(Ω) is a rectifiable current if it can be expressed as

S (ω) =

∫
M

〈ω (x) , ξ (x)〉θ (x) dH1 (x) , ∀ω ∈ D1(Ω)

where

• M is a H1 measurable and 1−rectifiable subset of Ω,
• θ is a H1 M integrable positive function, called the multiplicity function

of S.
• ξ : M → Λ1 (Rm) is a H1 measurable unit tangent vector field on M , called

the orientation of S.

The rectifiable current S described as above is often denoted by

S = τ
=

(M, θ, ξ).

For instance, each weighted directed graph G ∈ Path (a,b) determines a rectifiable
1-current G = τ

=
(G, w, ξ) in Rm, with ∂G = b− a as currents.
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2.3. Transport paths viewed as one dimensional rectifiable currents. In
[16], we shown that if T is a transport path in Path (µ+, µ−) with Mα (T ) < +∞
for some α ∈ [0, 1), then T determines a rectifiable 1-current T = τ

=
(M, θ, ξ) with

boundary ∂T = µ+ − µ− as currents. In this case, the Mα cost of T is simply

Mα (T ) =

∫
M

θα (x) dH1 (x) .

In [16], we also studied the regularity of an optimal transport path T = τ
=

(M, θ, ξ)

nearby its interior points. Nevertheless, the behavior of T nearby its boundary
points (i.e. points on the support of ∂T = µ+ − µ−) is still unclear in [16]. In this
article, we will study the behavior of T everywhere including at those boundary
points.

The following definition is crucial for stating our boundary regularity results in
section 4.

Definition 2.3. For any λ > 0, the λ−superlevel set of an n dimensional rectifiable
current T = τ

=
(M, θ, ξ) is the set

Tλ := {p ∈M : θ (p) ≥ λ} .

3. Decomposition of transport paths between atomic measures

We first consider the decomposition of infinite atomic measures and weighted
directed graphs as follows.

3.1. A decomposition of infinite atomic measures. An infinite atomic mea-
sure on X is a signed measure µ on X of the form

µ =

∞∑
i=1

aiδxi , (3.1)

where {ai} is a sequence of real numbers with {|ai|} decreasing,
∑
i |ai| < +∞, and

{xi} is a sequence of points in X. For each α ∈ [0, 1), we set the Iα mass of µ to be

Iα (µ) :=

∞∑
i=1

|ai|α . (3.2)

When α = 1, we simply write I1 by I.
The following lemma says that a general term |aN | of an infinite atomic measure

µ with finite Iα mass can neither be too large nor be too small.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose µ is an infinite atomic measure on X as in (3.1) with
Iα (µ) ≤ C < +∞, for some α ∈ [0, 1). Then, for any N , we have

|aN |α ≤ C/N (3.3)

and the remainder
∞∑

i=N+1

|ai| ≤ C |aN |1−α (3.4)
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Proof. The inequality (3.3) follows from

C ≥
N∑
i=1

|ai|α ≥ N |aN |α .

Since {|ai|} is decreasing, we have

C ≥
∞∑

i=N+1

|ai|α = |aN |α
∞∑

i=N+1

(
|ai|
|aN |

)α
≥ |aN |α

∞∑
i=N+1

|ai|
|aN |

= |aN |α−1
∞∑

i=N+1

|ai| ,

which gives the inequality (3.4). �

Corollary 3.2. Suppose µ is an infinite atomic measure on X in the form of (3.1)
with Iα (µ) ≤ C for some constant C > 0 and α ∈ [0, 1). If α > 0, then we have
the estimate for the remainder

∞∑
i=N+1

|ai| ≤
C1/α

N
1−α
α

,

for any N . If α = 0, then aN = 0 for any N > C.

Proof. Follows from the previous lemma. �

Note that this estimate is independent of µ, only depends on C and α. Using
corollary 3.2, we immediately have

Corollary 3.3. Suppose µ is an infinite atomic measure on X in the form of (3.1)
with Iα (µ) ≤ C for some constant C > 0 and α ∈ [0, 1). For any ε > 0, one can
decompose µ as the sum of

µ = µP + µR

such that

µP =

N∑
i=1

aiδxi and ||µR|| =
∞∑

i=N+1

|ai| ≤ ε

where N is the least integer satisfying

N ≥ C
1

1−α ε
−α
1−α .

This corollary says that an arbitrary infinite atomic measure µ with a bounded
Iα mass can be decomposed into two parts. The dominant part will contain most
of the mass of the measure but its total number of elements is uniformly bounded
by a number depends only on α and an upper bound C for the Iα mass of the
measure.
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3.2. Decomposition of transport paths. Let

a =

k∑
i=1

miδxi and b =
∑̀
j=1

njδyj

be any two atomic measures in AΛ (X), and G ∈ Path (a,b) be any transport path
containing no cycles. Then, we may decompose G as follows.

Proposition 3.4. Let a and b be any two atomic measures in AΛ (X) in the form
of (2.1), and λ > 0. Suppose there exist natural numbers N1 ≤ k and N2 ≤ ` such
that

k∑
i=N1+1

mi +
∑̀

j=N2+1

nj < λ.

Then, for each transport path G ∈ Path (a,b) containing no cycles, there exist
decompositions of a,b and G (see figure 1):

a = aP + aR,b = bP + bR, and G = P +R (3.5)

as atomic measures and 1−dimensional currents such that

(1) aP is an atomic measure supported on {x1, · · · , xN1
}, bP is another atomic

measure supported on {y1, · · · , yN2
} with the same mass as that of aP and

P ∈ Path (aP ,bP ) is a transport path containing no cycles.
(2) aR is an atomic measure supported on {x1, · · · , xk}, bR is an atomic mea-

sure supported on {y1, · · · , yl} and R ∈ Path (aR,bR) is a transport path
containing no cycles. Also, the mass ||aR|| = ||bR|| < λ.

(3) Moreover, the λ−superlevel set Gλ of G is contained in the support of P ,
where G is viewed as a 1−dimensional rectifiable current τ

=
(G, w, ξ).

Sometimes, we call P in (3.5) the λ−dominant part of G.

(a) A

transport

path G

(b) The path P (c) The path R

Figure 1. Decomposition of a transport path G as sums of a
dominant part P and a reminder part R with ε = 0.35.
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Proof. Suppose

a =

k∑
i=1

miδxi and b =
∑̀
j=1

njδyj

for some xi, yj ∈ X and mi, nj > 0. Since G is a transport path contains no cycles,
for each i = 1, · · · , k and j = 1, · · · , `, there exists at most one connected oriented
piecewise linear curve gij from xi to yj , supported on G. The orientation of gij
agrees with the orientation of G. Each gij is a rectifiable 1-current. If such curve
does not exist, we set gij to be 0 (as current). By [15, lemma 7.1], there exists a
transport plan from a to b which is compatible with G. In other words, there exists
a k × ` matrix γ = (uij) of nonnegative numbers with∑̀

j=1

uij = mi and

k∑
i=1

uij = nj

such that

G =
∑
i,j

uijgij

as currents. Now, we set

aP =

N1∑
i=1

 N2∑
j=1

uij

 δxi , bP =

N2∑
j=1

(
N1∑
i=1

uij

)
δyj

and

P =

N1∑
i=1

N2∑
j=1

uijgij .

Clearly, aP and bP have the same mass and P ∈ Path (aP ,bP ). Also, let

aR = a− aP , bR = b− bP and R = G− P,

then R ∈ Path (aR,bR) with

||aR|| = ||bR|| =
k∑
i=1

∑̀
j=1

uij −
N1∑
i=1

N2∑
j=1

uij

=

k∑
i=N1+1

∑̀
j=1

uij +

N1∑
i=1

∑̀
j=N2+1

uij

≤
k∑

i=N1+1

∑̀
j=1

uij +
∑̀

j=N2+1

k∑
i=1

uij

=

k∑
i=N1+1

mi +
∑̀

j=N2+1

nj < λ.

Let w be the multiplicity function of G viewed as a 1−dimensional rectifiable
current τ

=
(G, w, ξ). Then, for any p ∈spt(R) \spt(P ), we have

w (p) =
∑
(i,j)

uij
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where the summation is over all pairs (i, j) such that either i > N1 or j > N2 and
p is on the support of gij . Thus,

w (p) ≤ ||aR|| < λ.

This implies that the superlevel set Gλ = {p ∈ G : w (p) ≥ λ} is contained in the
support of P . �

3.3. Bi-Lipschitz property of edges of the dominant part. If in addition,
G ∈ Path (a,b) is an α−optimal transport path for some 0 ≤ α < 1, then we can
get more information about the dominant part P of G. From proposition 3.4, the
dominant part P of G is still a transport path containing no cycles. A vertex v
of P is removable if there exist only one edge (i.e. the line segment induced from
G) of P that flows into v and only one edge of P that flows out of v. From now
on, we will only consider non-removable vertices of P with the agreement that any
edge of P is a connected polyhedral curve between non-removable vertices of P ,
not necessarily a line segment. e.g. in figure 1b, the path P has only three edges.

Let {Γi}Ki=1 be the set of all these “topological” edges of P for some K ∈ N. Then,
as polyhedral chains, P can be expressed as

P =

K∑
i=1

miΓi

for some positive numbers mi. The following proposition says that each edge Γi of
P is a bi-Lipschitz curve.

Proposition 3.5. Suppose a, b ∈ AΛ (X) and G ∈ Path (a,b) is an α−optimal
transport path with no cycles for some 0 ≤ α < 1. Let P be the dominant part of
G as in (3.5). For each edge Γi of P , let φi be the arc parametrization of Γi. Then
φi is bi-Lipschitz with

Lip
(
φ−1
i

)
≤ (mi)

α

Λα − (Λ−mi)
α .

Proof. For any two points φi (t1), φi (t2) on Γi with t1 < t2, let L = φi ([t1, t2])
be the part of Γi from φi (t1) to φi (t2). Then L is a sum of adjacent edges (or
part of edges) lj of G. Let wj be the multiplicity of each edge lj in E (G), then
Λ ≥ wj ≥ mi, which follows from the decomposition of G into P and R as in the
proposition 3.4. Let [[φi (t1) , φi (t2)]] be the line segment from φi (t1) to φi (t2).
We consider another weighted directed graph

Ḡ = G−miL+mi [[φi (t1) , φi (t2)]] ∈ Path (a,b) .

Since G ∈ Path(a,b) is optimal, we have

Mα

(
Ḡ
)
≥Mα (G)

which yields∑
j

(wj −mi)
α
length(lj) +mα

i |φi (t1)− φi (t2)| ≥
∑
j

wαj length(lj),

where |.| denote the Euclidean distance in Rm. Thus,

|φi (t1)− φi (t2) | ≥
∑
j

[
wαj − (wj −mi)

α

mα
i

]
length(lj).
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Since the function h (x) = xα − (x− 1)
α

is decreasing on [1,+∞), we have

|φi (t1)− φi (t2)|

≥
[(

Λ

mi

)α
−
(

Λ

mi
− 1

)α]∑
j

length(lj)

=

[(
Λ

mi

)α
−
(

Λ

mi
− 1

)α]
|t1 − t2| .

Therefore, φi is bi-Lipschitz with

Lip
(
φ−1
i

)
≤ (mi)

α

Λα − (Λ−mi)
α .

�

Remark 3.6. From the proof of the proposition, we see that if mi + ε ≥ wj ≥ mi

for each j and some ε > 0, then

Lip(φ−1
i ) ≤ mα

i

(mi + ε)α − εα
.

4. The boundary regularity theorems

In this section, we will study the regularity of an optimal transport path nearby
its boundary. More precisely, let X be a convex compact subset of Rm. For any
Radon measures µ+, µ− ∈MΛ (X) of equal total mass Λ > 0 and any α ∈ [0, 1), let
T ∈ Path (µ+, µ−) be any α−optimal transport path from µ+ to µ− as in definition
2.2 with Mα (T ) < +∞. As stated in the §2.3, T determines a 1−dimensional
rectifiable current T = τ

=
(M, θ, ξ) with boundary ∂T = µ+−µ−. We want to study

the behavior of T nearby the support of the measure µ+ − µ−.
Here is the main difficulty of the problem. In general, the support of T may not

necessarily be 1 dimensional nearby its boundary, for the support of the measure
µ+ − µ− may even contain an open subset of Rm. For instance, one may take µ+

to be some Lebesgue measure on a domain Ω and µ− to be some atomic measure
on Ω. Then, the support of µ+ − µ− has the same dimension of Ω, which is not
necessarily 1 dimensional. So, the question is how to describe the behavior of T
when a carrying set of T is possibly dense in the whole space X.

To study the boundary regularity of an optimal transport path, the main idea of
our approach is to study its superlevel sets. This idea is motivated from observing
vein structure of a tree leaf provided by the nature. In this section we show that each
superlevel set of an optimal transport path is locally concentrated on the support
of an 1-dimensional bi-Lipschitz chain, which is analogous to vein structures of a
tree leaf.

We first clarify some terminology. For any λ > 0, the λ−superlevel set of a
rectifiable current T = τ

=
(M, θ, ξ) is the set

Tλ = {x ∈M : θ (x) ≥ λ} . (4.1)

Also, a bi-Lipschitz chain P is a finite sum of bi-Lipschitz curves in X with real
coefficient multiplicities. That is,

P =

K∑
i=1

miΓi (4.2)
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for some real numbers mi > 0, and some bi-Lipschitz curves Γi with i = 1, 2, · · · ,K
in X. The support spt (P ) of the bi-Lipschitz chain P is the union of the image of
every bi-Lipschitz curve Γi in X.

Now, we state our boundary regularity theorem as follows:

Theorem 4.1. For any µ+, µ− ∈MΛ (X), let T = τ
=

(M, θ, ξ) ∈ Path (µ+, µ−) be

any α−optimal transport path with finite Mα cost for some 0 ≤ α < 1. Then, for
any ε > 0 and any p ∈ M , there exists an open ball neighborhood Br (p) about p
and a decomposition

T Br (p) = P +R

as 1−dimensional rectifiable currents such that

a) P is a bi-Lipschitz chain in the form of (4.2).
b) R ∈ Path

(
µ+
R, µ

−
R

)
is an 1−dimensional rectifiable current for some Radon

measures µ+
R and µ−R with mass

∣∣∣∣µ+
R

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣µ−R∣∣∣∣ < ε.

c) Moreover, inside the ball Br (p), the ε− superlevel set Tε of T as defined in
(4.1) is a subset of the support of the bi-Lipschitz chain P .

Proof. The proof of the theorem consists of three steps.
Step 1: uniform decomposition of approximating graphs. For each point

p ∈M , we first choose r > 0 small enough so that the mass∣∣∣∣(µ+ − µ−
)

U
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε/4, (4.3)

where the open set U = Br (p) \ {p}. By the definition 2.2 of optimal transport
path, there exists a sequence of optimal transport paths

{
G(n)

}
between atomic

measures such that

G(n) ⇀ T, ∂G(n) ⇀ ∂T and lim
n→∞

Mα

(
G(n)

)
= Mα (T ) < +∞.

Thus, the sequence
{
∂G(n) U

}
of signed atomic measures converges to the signed

measure (µ+ − µ−) U . By (4.3), without losing generality, we may also require
that for all n, ∣∣∣∣∣∣∂G(n) U

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε/2. (4.4)

Let St (p) be the sphere of center p with radius t in Rm. For each n, the slicing of
G(n) with St (p) gives an atomic measure µ(n) (t) := G(n) ∩ St (p) . Then, one may
check that ∫ ∞

0

Iα

(
µ(n) (t)

)
dt ≤Mα

(
G(n)

)
→Mα (T ) < +∞,

where Iα is defined in (3.2). Thus, by choosing a suitable r and extracting a
subsequence of

{
G(n)

}
if necessary, we can also require that{

Iα

(
µ(n) (r)

)}
is convergent and hence uniformly bounded by some constant C.

Now, let N = N (α, ε, C) be an integer such that

C1/α

(N − 1)
1−α
α

≤ ε/2 if 0 < α < 1 (4.5)
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and N > C + 1 if α = 0. Then, by corollary 3.2, there exists a decomposition of
the atomic measure

µ(n) (r) = µ
(n)
P + µ

(n)
R , (4.6)

such that µ
(n)
P is an atomic measure supported on at most N − 1 points and the

total mass of µ
(n)
R is less than ε/2.

Let

Gn = G(n) Br (p)

be the restriction of Gn on the ball Br (p). Using (4.4) and (4.6), we have

∂Gn =
[
µ

(n)
P + (∂Gn) ({p}) δp

]
+
[
µ

(n)
R + ∂G(n) U

]
with ∣∣∣∣∣∣µ(n)

R + ∂G(n) U
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε.

Therefore, by the proposition 3.4, we can decompose Gn as

Gn = Pn +Rn

as sums of polyhedral chains such that the superlevel set (Gn)ε is contained in the
support of Pn and the endpoints of Pn is at most N , which is independent of n.

Step 2: convergence of the dominant parts. Since Pn is a directed graph
with at most N endpoints and contains no cycles. By a classical result in graph

theory, Pn has at most 2N − 2 vertices and 2N − 3 edges
{

Γ
(n)
i

}2N−3

i=1
. This

fact follows from an application of the Euler formula and also a consideration of
counting the total number of edges in terms of the degree of vertices. By extracting
a subsequence if necessary, we may assume the vertices of {Pn} are convergent.
Also each Pn can be expressed as

Pn =

2N−3∑
i=1

m
(n)
i Γ

(n)
i

for some nonnegative numbers
{
m

(n)
i

}2N−3

i=1
. By extracting a subsequence if neces-

sary, we may assume that for each i = 1, · · · , N ,

m
(n)
i → mi

as n → ∞. Now, by proposition 3.5, the arc parametrization of Γ
(n)
i corresponds

to a bi-Lipschitz map
{
φ

(n)
i

}
with

Lip

([
φ

(n)
i

]−1
)
≤ f

(
m

(n)
i

)
→ f (mi)

as n → ∞, where f (x) = xα

Λα−(Λ−x)α . Thus, if mi > 0,
{
φ

(n)
i

}
is subsequently

convergent to a bi-Lipschitz map {φi} with

Lip
(

[φi]
−1
)
≤ f (mi) .

We let Γi be the image of φi if mi > 0. If mi = 0 i.e. m
(n)
i → 0, then m

(n)
i Γni

converges to 0 as currents. In fact, since Γ
(n)
i is bi-Lipschitz, the total length of Γ

(n)
i

is bounded above by f
(
m

(n)
i

)
|u(n)
i − v(n)

i |, where u
(n)
i and v

(n)
i are the endpoints
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of Γ
(n)
i and |.| is the standard Euclidean distance in Rm. Therefore, we have the

following estimate for the total mass of m
(n)
i Γ

(n)
i , viewed as a current,

M
(
m

(n)
i Γ

(n)
i

)
≤ m(n)

i length
(

Γ
(n)
i

)
≤ m(n)

i f
(
m

(n)
i

)
|u(n)
i − v(n)

i | → 0 as n→∞.

This implies m
(n)
i Γ

(n)
i converges to zero as currents. So, let Γi = 0 if mi = 0.

Hence, {Pn} converges to

P =

2N−3∑
i=1

miΓi

as currents.
Step 3: properties of superlevel sets. As forRn, each Rn is a transport path

between two Radon measures with total mass less than ε. Thus, as real coefficient
rectifiable currents, {Rn} is subsequently convergent to a transport path R between
two Radon measures of total mass less than ε. Thus, Gn = Pn + Rn ⇀ P + R as
rectifiable currents. Therefore,

T Br (p) = P +R (4.7)

and the ε superlevel set

Tε Br (p) ⊆ the support of P .

�

In the following corollary, we describe some nice properties of edges of the bi-
Lipschitz chain P .

Corollary 4.2. Let T = τ
=

(M, θ, ξ) ∈ Path (µ+, µ−) be any α−optimal transport

path with finite Mα cost for some 0 ≤ α < 1. For any ε > 0 and any p ∈M , there

exists an open ball neighborhood Brε (p) of p and a bi-Lipschitz chain Q =
K∑
i=1

miΓi

such that

(1) inside the ball Brε (p), the ε-superlevel set Tε ∩Brε (p) of T is contained in
the support of Q.

(2) The total number K of edges of Q is bounded above by the constant D (α,m)
given in proposition 2.1(c).

(3) Each edge Γi is a bi-Lipschitz curve from p to a point on the sphere Srε (p).
(4) These bi-Lipschitz curves Γi are pairwise disjoint except at their common

endpoint p.
(5) Moreover, the angle between any two of edges at p is uniformly bounded

below by θα defined in (2.5).

Proof. We continue from the proof of the theorem 4.1. Without losing generality,
we may assume that

{Γ1,Γ2, · · · ,Γh}
are all the Γi’s passing through the point p with multiplicity mi > 0, for some

h ≤ 2N − 3. Note that {Γi \ {p}}hi=1 must be pairwise disjoint, otherwise it will
form a cycle. By adding a suitable multiple of such a cycle to T , one can easily
find another transport path from µ+ to µ− with strictly less Mα cost than T

has. This contradicts with the optimality of T . Thus, {Γi \ {p}}hi=1 are pairwise
disjoint. Thus, in some small open ball neighborhood Brε (p) of the point p with
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rε < r/2, the chain P is a finite sum of weighted bi-Lipschitz curves {Γi}hi=1. These
curves are pairwise disjoint except at their common endpoint p. The minimum
angle property follows from a similar property on optimal transport paths between
atomic measures (see proposition 2.1(b)). In particular, this property implies that
the total number of curves Γi passing through p is uniformly bounded above by
D (α,m). �

The following proposition indicates that locally a superlevel set of an optimal
transport path is nearly the support of a bi-Lipschitz chain.

Proposition 4.3. Let T = τ
=

(M, θ, ξ) ∈ Path (µ+, µ−) be any α−optimal trans-

port path. Then, for any σ1 > σ2 > 0 and any p ∈ Tσ1 , there exists an open ball
neighborhood Br (p) of p such that

Tσ1
∩Br (p) ⊆ the support of Qp ⊆ Tσ2

∩Br (p) ,

where Qp =
K∑
i=1

miΓi is a bi-Lipschitz chain.

Proof. Let ε = σ1−σ2

2 > 0. For any p ∈ Tσ1
, by theorem 4.1, there exists an open

ball neighborhood Br (p) such that T Br (p) = P +R and

Tε Br (p) ⊆ the support of P

for some bi-Lipschitz chain P =
K∑
i=1

miΓi. By means of P , we consider another

bi-Lipschitz chain

Qp =
∑

miΓi

where the summation is over all i = 1, 2, · · · ,K with mi ≥ σ1+σ2

2 .
Claim: Tσ1

∩Br (p) ⊆ the support of Qp ⊆ Tσ2
∩Br (p).

In fact, for each i, let

θi = θ Γi,

where θ is the multiplicity function of the rectifiable current T = τ
=

(M, θ, ξ).

Since the total mass of R is less than ε, we know that the range of θi is inside
[mi − ε, mi + ε]. Thus, if mi ≥ σ1+σ2

2 , then

θi ≥ mi − ε ≥
σ1 + σ2

2
− σ1 − σ2

2
= σ2.

Therefore,

the support of Qp ⊆ Tσ2 ∩Br (p) .

On the other hand, for any point q ∈ Tσ1
∩Br (p), since σ1 > ε, we have

q ∈ Tε Br (p) ⊆ the support of P =

K∑
i=1

miΓi.

Thus, q ∈ Γi for some i with θi (q) ≥ σ1. Hence, mi ≥ σ1 − ε = σ1+σ2

2 , which
implies q is in the support of Qp and

Tσ1
∩Br (p) ⊆ the support of Qp.

�
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In the end, we have the following theorem where the existence of a bi-Lipschitz
graph is independent of the parameter ε of the superlevel sets.

Theorem 4.4. Suppose T = τ
=

(M, θ, ξ) is an optimal transport path with finite

Mα cost for some α ∈ [0, 1). For any p ∈ M , there exists a bi-Lipschitz graph

Σp =
K∑
i=1

miΓi for some nonnegative integer K ≤ D (α,m) such that for any pos-

itive number ε, there exists an open ball neighborhood Brε (p) of p such that the
ε-superlevel set

Tε ∩Brε (p)

is supported on the support of Σp∩Brε (p). These bi-Lipschitz curves Γi are passing
through p and are pairwise disjoint except at their common endpoint p.

Proof. For any given p ∈ M , and any ε : 0 < ε < σ = σ (p), by corollary 4.2, there
exists an open ball neighborhood Brε (p) such that

Tε ∩Brε (p) ⊆ spt (Pε) (4.8)

where Pε =
k(ε)∑
i=1

m
(ε)
i Γ

(ε)
i is a bi-Lipschitz chain. These curves Γ

(ε)
i ’s are pairwise

disjoint except at their common endpoint {p}. We may choose rε to be a nonde-
creasing function of ε ∈ (0, σ).

Let k (ε) be the total number of edges of Pε. Then as ε→ 0, k (ε) is nondecreas-
ing. On the other hand, this integer valued function k (ε) is uniformly bounded
above by a constant D (α,m). Therefore, k (ε) achieves its maximum at some
ε0 ∈ (0, σ). Thus, for any ε < ε0, we have k (ε) = k (ε0).

Let τ = min
{
m

(ε0)
i : i = 1, 2 · · · , k (ε0)

}
> 0. Then for any 0 < ε < min {τ, ε0},

we have

spt (Pε0) ∩Brε (p) ⊆ Tτ ∩Brε (p) ⊆ Tε ∩Brε (p) ⊆ spt (Pε)

by (4.8). Since k (ε) = k (ε0),

spt (Pε0) ∩Brε (p) = spt (Pε) ∩Brε (p) .

Therefore, by setting Σp to be Pε0 , we have

Tε ∩Brε (p) ⊆ spt (Pε) ∩Brε (p) ⊆ spt (Σp) ∩Brε (p)

as desired. �
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